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A SUPPLY CHAIN
IN FLUX

WHAT’S COVERED IN
THIS EBOOK?

With increasing turmoil and lack of predictability within the food and beverage industry, companies must
overcome new hurdles to succeed. Producing goods safely today means contending with factors that
include the implications of the ongoing pandemic, muted trade wars, closed borders, social distancing,
and the mental and physical health of employees.

The food and beverage industry faces challenges like inventory
management, government policies
and regulations, partner communication, and
supply chain risk.

These disruptive conditions are especially pronounced in the food and beverage industry, which will be
faced with unpredictable global supply cycles in the coming years due to COVID-19, according to The
World Bank. This volatility, coupled with the increasing demand for greater accountability from companies,
creates challenges the industry must respond to while ensuring profitability.

THE SOLUTION

One way to tackle these challenges is through the use of technology, which can enable active supply chain
planning and management to deliver quality food and beverage production that adheres to regulations and
guidelines while minimizing food scrap.

WHAT’S COVERED IN THIS EBOOK?

THE CHALLENGES

Digitization of supply chain planning, management, and logistics
will enable food and beverage manufacturers and distributors
to deliver quality products predictably with powerful business
insights.

THE RESULTS
Manufacturers and distributors will build more resilient and
flexible supply chains and will be
better prepared for fluctuations in the market
while producing the quality and quantity
customers demand.
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ADVANCED PLANNING AND LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
The food and beverage sector is complex and dynamic. Manufacturers and distributors
today are under growing pressure to address issues of finite product shelf life, raw
ingredient availability, and ever-increasing levels of regulation, not to mention planning and
logistics challenges.
Compounding these concerns, the food and beverage industry also relies on
ever-changing demands and consumption trends. Planning and scheduling to exact time
frames must account for variability. Unlike other industries where demand can
be forecasted with ease, food and beverage manufacturers must be prepared to scale
up production according to real-time demands or scale down to avoid excess scrap.
Within the industry, advanced planning, scheduling, and logistics management involve
more than simply crunching numbers on a spreadsheet. Navigating communication

bottlenecks, managing third-party suppliers, and having visibility across multiple supply
chains all need to be done in real time while retaining enough flexibility to address demand
and the shelf life of goods.
In-house communication across departments also creates challenges. Sales, order
processing, customer care, and plant floor operators should coordinate to meet demand.
These interconnected groups must be in constant communication for any
plan to work optimally.
When it comes to meeting these criteria for advanced planning in the food and beverage
sector, most traditional enterprise resource planning (ERP) platforms
fall short.
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Inventory Management
and Demand Forecasting
The perishable nature of food and beverage ingredients, as well as the risk of raw ingredient
contamination, requires proper handling, tracking, and management to minimize scrap. As a result,
strong material handling capabilities are essential to effectively manage inventory. The shelf life of
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raw ingredients also affects how inventory is managed.

The Digitization of the Food
and Beverage Industry

In addition, demand forecasting can be a nightmare due to seasonal demands. Understanding
customer demand helps manufacturers and distributors identify the ingredient requirements for a
season and simplifies the process of determining manufacturing capacity to avoid scrap.

Benefits of Supply Chain
Planning Software

The uncertainties associated with the production of food and beverages make it difficult for
companies
to accurately stock inventory while also actively pursuing lean manufacturing principles. Keeping
track of the hundreds or thousands of ingredients requires a dynamic inventory management
solution.
The solution must also be capable of handling demand forecasting requirements and traceability.
Traceability is important to the entire production and distribution process because it enables
manufacturers and distributors to manage complaints once products are delivered. With a tracing
system in place, batches of raw ingredients can be traced to finished products, making the
process of recalling products with compromised ingredients quick and easy.
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To ensure accountability for food and beverage organizations, a good supply chain
management system should have the ability to handle inventory management, advanced
planning, traceability, and demand forecasting.
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Responding
to the Unexpected
The COVID-19 pandemic highlights the challenge food and beverage manufacturers face
to meet essential food demands while continually adjusting the supply chain in response
to regional shutdowns or worker safety concerns. Manufacturers must be prepared to
respond to unpredictable situations that affect the supply of raw ingredients and the volatile
demand of end consumers.
Pandemics also can require the sector to periodically restructure supply chains on the fly
to ensure some of its more important materials come from sources not affected by these
disruptions. Due to the pandemic, contractually agreed-upon prices and quantities of
materials may no longer be valid until suppliers can meet their pre-pandemic production
capacities.

A Supply Chain in Flux

The fluctuation in global supply chains as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
could lead to a restructuring of supply chains closer to home. Reshoring or
nearshoring requires a best-in-class software solution to improve and restructure
the process quickly.
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Benefits of Supply Chain
Planning Software

Government Policies
and Regulations
Every year, approximately 3,000 people die due to food-related illnesses. To ensure food
safety, governments are implementing stricter measures, such as enforcing record-keeping
standards, tracking batches, and managing the entire food production process, to ensure
manufacturers produce healthy products and are accountable
to the customer.
In the United States, organizations such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) make and enforce the rules. These
organizations and corresponding legislation, like the Food Safety Modernization Act
(FSMA), take a preventative approach to make sure food safety is a priority and supply
chains meet stated requirements. Their enforcement jurisdiction includes food entering the
country, as well as locally produced ingredients in transit.

The FSMA sets the expectation that manufacturers in the food and beverage industry
adhere to set policies and ensure their supply chains meet these regulations. Transporters
can now be prosecuted for knowingly transporting contaminated raw ingredients.
This rule also applies to manufacturers using these ingredients, meaning they must
properly manage their entire supply chain. Technology can help by contextualizing
historical data and automating and regulating error-prone manual processes.
These challenges demonstrate the unique nature of the food and beverage industry.
Manufacturers must have supply chain tools that manage to the specific laws, regulations,
and policies that govern the industry.
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THE DIGITIZATION
OF THE FOOD
AND BEVERAGE
INDUSTRY
Because of the challenges the global food and beverage supply chain faces as well as population
growth, more efficient solutions for determining food safety, sustainability, and managing supply
chains are needed. The old ways involving spreadsheets, markings, reams of binders, and word
of mouth to manage supply chains are not adequate to handle these modern challenges. This is
where technology and its ability to digitize most aspects of the industrial processes have a role
to play. Tracking capabilities and technology solutions, such as the Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) and industrial automation systems, involve capturing supply chain and logistics data to help
with decision-making and communication. In production, IIoT tracks and validates equipment
availability and performance to ensure production levels are optimal.
But the data — whether collected from IIoT-enabled environments or through digitization tools
— needs to be analyzed to extract the business insight needed for supply planning, inventory
planning, and process optimization.
Supply chain planning software helps accomplish this by aggregating data digitally into a single
platform. This provides visibility to one set of data, supporting the planning and execution of the
entire manufacturing process.
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BENEFITS OF SUPPLY CHAIN
PLANNING SOFTWARE
The advantages of supply chain planning software span the operations of every
stakeholder in the food and beverage industry, including food and beverage manufacturers
and distributors, freight companies, and producers of raw ingredients. Organizations benefit
from supply chain planning software’s ability to consolidate planning, order management,
sales and operations planning, demand forecasting, capacity planning, and inventory
management into one digital system of record.
With supply chain planning software, companies gain visibility into customer
demand data and the available inventory. This clarity extends to visualizing the

A Supply Chain in Flux
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Challenges

expected delivery timelines of ingredients, which enables the development of
accurate production schedules.
Food and beverage manufacturers and distributors can analyze customer demand data
against available inventory. This analysis helps determine the quantity of ingredients
needed to meet specific delivery timelines, which then drives the creation of production
schedules and reduces supply wait-times while optimizing available inventory.
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More Effective Communication
and Decision Making
Supply chain planning software provides support across the different departments of a food and beverage
company. The data captured from available inventory, customer demand, and supply chain logistics
ensures manufacturing teams work with accurate aggregated information. The collaborative tools within
supply chain planning software make data democratization possible, ensuring everyone involved with a
production cycle has access to the same data.
In circumstances where the inventory for a product is unused for some time, supply chain software can
prompt a review to determine the product’s demand rate. The review will provide the manufacturing team
with the insight necessary to make real-time decisions on rescheduling production.

A Supply Chain in Flux

INSIGHT PAYS OFF...
An example is whether to sell within the local community or
to international customers. In a situation where the shelf life
of a product is a week or two, the software highlights the
challenges associated with shipping and unloading the product.
Consequently, the users of the software will know how these
factors might affect the product’s efficiency and usability. For
instance, supply chain software can aid sales plans by helping
the manufacturer decide to sell items locally at a discount.
Such a decision can create new sales channels or convince
international customers to pick up items at designated spots.
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Increased Visibility and
Planning Accuracy

Enhanced Sales and
Operations Planning

Visibility delivered through supply chain planning software provides food and
beverage manufacturers and distributors with precise planning and agility in real time
when managing fluctuating order requirements. In situations where both wholesale

The logistics that come with sales and transporting products to the end user must take
into account the distance, labor, and the expenses incurred, and should address the
challenges of shelf life, the transportation process and governmental regulations.

and individual orders come in with different fulfillment timelines, supply chain planning
software enhances visibility and planning capabilities. Through improved planning, supply
chain planning software typically delivers a 20% increase in operational efficiency for food
and beverage manufacturers and distributors.

Supply chain planning
software delivers...

20%

Increase in
operational
efficiency

Supply chain planning software can integrate both facility and company-wide food safety
standards to enforce adherence from the supply of ingredients to the delivery of the
finished product. Such software also helps with making decisions concerning trade deals
and the supply process involved.

Deeper Insight
and Higher Quality
Supply chain planning software also helps ensure maximum, high-quality product
throughput. By providing insight into the quality of the raw ingredients received, enabling
inventory management to avoid the use of stale items, and helping manufacturers keep
to production guidelines to ensure end products meet the highest quality standards,
supply chain planning software delivers a powerful advantage to food and beverage
manufacturers.
The historical data collected from the previous supply chain and logistics management
runs serves as benchmark data for manufacturing intelligence. With these data sets,
food and beverage manufacturers can answer questions such as, “Why was this product
contaminated? and How did we miss set production timelines, and how can we ensure it
doesn’t happen again?”.
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR SELECTING THE
BEST SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING SOFTWARE
Because the unique supply chain planning needs of food and beverage manufacturers and distributors are difficult to meet with traditional ERP systems, it’s
important to use a planning and management system designed specifically to address the challenges of this industry.

WHAT FUNCTIONS DO I NEED?
Every planning and management platform can capture manufacturing data and
organize it using eye-catching graphics. Take the time to identify the specific
needs you’re looking to address, which may include insight into supply chains,
inventory management, sales and operations, demand planning, ingredient
requirements, and forecasting, or some combination of these. The answer should
help you narrow your search for a dedicated supply chain planning solution.

ARE COMPETING COMPANIES SEEING ROI WITH
THESE SYSTEMS?
The role of every sales team is to sell — yours is to make sure the product you
are subscribing to meets your expectations. Doing your research on how a
solution can be applied within the food and beverage industry and requesting a
demo will help you make a more informed decision.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?
DOES IT INTEGRATE WITH OUR OTHER SYSTEMS?
If you have existing IT or IoT ecosystems, the ability of a supply chain planning
solution to use the data or be integrated into these existing systems is an
important consideration.

The cost of supply chain planning software is always a deciding factor because
every business has a budget. Be sure to ask questions to confirm there are no
hidden or unknown costs and that all of the desired capacities showcased in the
demos are included in the proposed price.
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IS IT SCALABLE?
Growing business needs or increased demand requires more computing
resources from supply chain software. A cloud-based supply chain platform is
more likely to provide the scalability and flexibility that your growing business will
need to prosper.
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OPTIMIZING
INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
AND SUPPLY
CHAIN PLANNING

A Case in Point
with TCHO Chocolate
Named after the phonetic spelling of the first syllable of chocolate TCHO has established
its reputation as a premium chocolate maker to serve both consumers and commercial
customers with its confectioneries.
According to Janet Poeschl, Senior Vice President of Supply Chain and Innovation, TCHO
was experiencing stockouts and struggling to meet the varying demands of its customers.
The company needed a way to fulfill orders with extended delivery timelines while
simultaneously meeting urgent customer orders. This challenge was further complicated
by the finite shelf life of its ingredients and products.
In 2018, TCHO decided to upgrade its supply chain planning and inventory management
process to optimize productivity, improve planning, and reduce ingredient scrap. At the
same time, TCHO was committed to continuing to provide the high product quality its
consumer base and commercial customers had come to expect.
The chocolate maker selected DemandCaster supply chain planning software to revamp
its planning process. The company aimed to develop proactive plans to ensure visibility
into supply of ingredients and available inventory and compare those levels to customer
orders.

“With DemandCaster, getting
the information needed to make good
decisions is no longer time consuming.”

After implementing DemandCaster, TCHO reduced its critical out-of-stock items by 400%.
By doing so, the company was able to reduce days-of-supply finished goods by 63% while
boosting on-time shipment rate by 20%. In addition to optimizing its inventory management
and supply process, TCHO now maintains a 98.5% service level, putting the
company in a strong position to meet its customers’ demands.
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LEARN
ABOUT PLEX
DEMANDCASTER
Plex DemandCaster Supply Chain Planning makes deciphering data simple
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and planning controllable. Businesses can accurately forecast and solve
inventory problems proactively. The Plex DemandCaster is part of the Plex Smart

Benefits of Supply Chain
Planning Software

Manufacturing Platform which also includes MES, ERP, Industrial IoT, and analytics.
With Plex, manufacturers are able to drive true business transformation by
connecting, automating, tracking, and analyzing every aspect of their business.
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If you are curious to know how Plex DemandCaster can solve your
specific planning challenges to drive growth, get in touch today.
Click here

Plex Corporate Office
900 Tower Drive, Suite 1500
Troy MI 48098
1-833-800-PLAN (7526)
email: info@demandcaster.com
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